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Overview: Tax Credits = Jobs

 Tax credits support current and future investments in Alaska
 Investments create jobs and bring revenue to the State and local governments
 Furie has invested over $700 million in Alaska (drilled 5 wells, installed offshore
platform, 15+ miles of subsea pipeline, and Nikiski onshore processing facility)
 During 2015, Furie directly employed over 300 people in Alaska
 New gas supply supports local economic activity and reduces cost of energy
 Furie has reinvested all tax credits to fund exploration and development
 Without continued tax credits, we will have to significantly reduce future
investment which will result in job loses
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Tax Credits Help Alaskans by Supporting Development
Alaskans have benefitted directly and indirectly from Furie’s investments,
which would not have been economical without the presence of all the Cook Inlet tax credits.

Tax credits benefit all Alaskans
 Lower energy prices from increased competition and
additional supplies of natural gas

 Increased State revenues from royalties, leases
rentals, and property taxes

 New jobs (direct and indirect) and influx of income to
local businesses

 Lowers risk of future shortfalls in natural gas supply
 Reduced energy costs in Cook Inlet reduces, heating
oil, diesel, jet fuel, and transportation costs of goods
shipped throughout Alaska

Tax credits enable development
 KLU development economics relied upon all Cook
Inlet tax credits for positive returns, including:

-

20% QCE under AS 43.55.023(a)
25% loss credit under AS 43.55.023(b)
40% WLE under AS 43.55.023(l)
Economics of future investments are at risk without
tax credits

 Financing of tax credits provides liquidity required to
support capital intensive projects, certainty going
forward is needed
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Benefits for Alaska
Tax credits are an investment in Alaska’s economy that will ensure low-cost energy
security and provide a return to the State and its citizens for many years to come.

 Over 300 jobs at peak of development, high probability of future
developments
 Property taxes paid to the state and various cities and boroughs:
- 2012-2015: $2.9 million total
- 2016 (estimated): $4.8 million
 Lease rentals paid to the State since 2011: $1.6 million
 Estimated royalties of up to $300 million over the life of the current reserves
 Royalties, lease rentals and property taxes support local communities and
create jobs
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Alaska Partners Supporting Exploration and Development
Investment in exploration and development creates jobs
and supports local businesses and industry
Short-list of 100 Alaska businesses that support exploration and development in the Kitchen Lights Unit:
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Tax Credits Helped Furie Bring Lower Gas Prices to Southcentral Alaska
09/20/2015

Tax credits

HEA secures lower price on gas deal with Furie
“The price of Cook Inlet natural gas continues to trend downward…”
Base Load Prices

2016

2017

2018

Hilcorp Consent Decree

7.42

7.72

8.03

Furie Homer GSA1

6.50

6.75

7.00

Reduction %

-12%

-13%

-16%

↓

more natural gas
development
↓

increased natural
gas supply
↓

03/18/2016

lower natural
gas prices

Price drops in Enstar, Furie gas deal
“…the gas price would be…less than...under a contract...with Hilcorp...”
Base Load Prices

2016

2017

2018

↓

Hilcorp Consent Decree

7.42

7.72

8.03

-

-

6.70

further economic
development

-

-

-17%

Furie Enstar

GSA1

Reduction %

↓

more jobs!
08/12/2015

Chugach, Hilcorp agree on gas supply contract
“…prospect of more competitive prices from other producers…”
Base Load Prices

2016

2017

2018

Hilcorp Consent Decree

7.42

7.72

8.03

3rd Amendment to GSA

7.42

7.72

7.35

-

-

-8%

Reduction %

Tax credits can extend the
downward pricing trend and
prevent future supply shortages
1Price

increases occur in the following year’s April
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General Comments about SB 130 / HB 247


Repeal of credits under AS 43.55.023(a) (QCE) and (l) (WLE) will stifle or stop investments



25% loss credit under AS 43.55.023(b) -- which HB 247 leaves in place -- is helpful, but not adequate if
QCE and WLE are repealed given:
-

high costs of oil and gas exploration and development in Alaska’s Cook Inlet
tax rate on oil will be 35% after 2021



$25 million annual limitation on purchases of certificates is unreasonable and represents a virtual repeal
of the program -- credits must be monetized timely to be useful for companies during capital intensive
exploration and early development



Transferable credits can be assigned and are vital for financing, which has provided needed liquidity -repeal of credits and additional limitations on purchase of credits will dramatically impact financing and
investment



Any changes to tax credits in 2016 is unreasonable and hits Cook Inlet in the middle of the offshore
drilling season (perhaps even in the middle of the drilling of a well):
-

budgets have been approved in light of current law
contracts are already in place
Furie is bringing another jack-up rig to Cook Inlet for additional exploration and development
drilling this summer, and all credits are essential
impacts on financing arrangements
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Tax Credits Enable Development Companies to Access Low Cost Capital

 Tax credits have provided Furie with access to economical sources of funding
- Cost of funding declined from around 20% APR to 8% range
- Low rates offered by lenders are due to Alaska’s historical support of the oil & gas
industry and tax credit programs (low perceived “political risk”)

 Lower cost of capital helps fund existing and future development of Alaska’s resources

 Lenders require certainty and have now stopped lending
- Veto of 2015 appropriations almost crippled Furie’s ability to access funding in the
middle of the infrastructure installation
- Lenders now question if 2015 tax credits will be paid in 2016
- Proposed legislation with limits on cash repurchase and mid-year effective dates
have shut down lending
- E&P companies need and ask for certainty to avoid curtailing capital investments
planned for 2016 and beyond
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Summary – Without Certainty Furie Will Have to Curtail Investments

Had the Governor’s version of SB 130 / HB 247 been passed prior to 2015, Furie would not have been able to
continue exploration nor complete it’s first development in the Cook Inlet.
Should HB 247 pass in 2016, investments will drop dramatically.
Credits under AS 43.55.023 and funding for cash purchases of certificates
are crucial for liquidity and economical financing
Financing and loan guarantee programs through AIDEA are welcome,
but not a reasonable alternative to the tax credit program
Repeal in July 2016 will catch Cook Inlet in the middle of a drilling season
Tax credits have led to increased:
gas supplies for local users, jobs, economic activity, and revenues to the State
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